Abstract. The progress made at Cornell University over the past few years in applying the field ion microscope (RM) technique to the study of point defects in irradiated or quenched metals is reviewed. The techniques involve essentially the atom by atom dissection of specimens by pulse field evaporation and the corresponding recording on film of the extensive number of R M images produced at each stage of the process. Methods have been developed which allow the recording and the analysis of as many as approximately 5 x lo5 frames of 35 mm cine film for a single investigation. The application of these techniques to the following problems were discussed: (i) the mobility of self interstitial atoms (SIA) in substage I, of irradiated tungsten and platinum, (ii) the geometric configuration of the SIA, (iii) the point defect structure of depleted zones in tungsten and (iv) the properties of monovacancies and divacancies in quenched platinum.
Introduction
The field ion microscope (FIM) with its excellent atomic resolution is ideally suited for the study of point defects (see Hren and Ranganathan 1968 , Muller and Tsong 1969 and Bowkett and Smith 1970 for texts on the FIM technique). FIM studies are capable of yielding direct information pertaining to the atomic mechanisms responsible for the recovery of irradiated or quenched metals. The most difficult aspect of these studies is the retrieval of the information which is contained within the small FIM tips that are studied. To overcome this problem we have automated the atom by atom dissection of specimens by the pulsed field technique and the simultaneous recording on f i l m of the extensive number of RM images produced at each stage of the process. Methods have also been developed which allow the recording and analysis of as many as approximately 5 x lo5 frames of cine f i l m for a single investigation. In view of the well known perils of interpreting FIM images, a strong effort was made to examine a large number of control specimens prior to both the irradiation and quenching experiments. The control experiments played a crucial role in that they allowed us to interpret, with confidence, the results presented in this review article. 
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The application of these techniques to the following problems are discussed in the present paper: (i) the mobility of self interstitial atoms (SIA) in substage I, of irradiated tungsten and platinum; (ii) the geometric configuration of SIA'S: (iii) the point defect structure of depleted zones in tungsten and (iv) the properties of monovacancies and divacancies in quenched platinum. In addition to these problems the following studies are in progress in our laboratory: (i) the mobility of the SIA in stage I and 111 of gold, (ii) the mobility of the SIA in stage III of platinum, tungsten and nickel, (iii) the measurement of binding energies of the SIA to impurity atoms and (iv) monovacancies and divacancies in quenched tungsten (Balluffi research in progress) .
A brief review of point defect mechanisms and problems associated with the recovery of irradiated metals

Point defect mechanisms for recovery of irradiated face centred cubic metals
The stage I recovery spectra of electron, thermal neutron, deuteron or fast neutron irradiated fcc metals at low doses can exhibit as many as five substages (I,, I,, I,, I, and I,) (eg see Schilling et a1 1970) . The generally accepted mechanism for the substages I, to I, is the recombination of a monovacancy and an SIA which are members of a close Frenkel pair. Each of the first three substages corresponds to a recombination of Frenkel pairs with a progressively higher energy barrier between the monovacancy and the SIA. The mechanisms responsible for substages I, and I, are still subject to considerable controversy (Corbett 1970 , Frank and Seeger 1969 , Schiile et al 1971 , Wollenberger 1971 . One interpretation for I, and I, is based on the Corbett et a1 (1959% 1959b ) model which attributes recovery in these two substages to a SIA which migrates in three dimensions and undergoes correlated recombination with a monovacancy in I, and uncorrelated recombination with a monovacancy in I,. This model assumes that the SIA which migrates in stage I is the only stable one produced by the irradiation processes and is known as the 'one interstitial' model. The alternative explanation is referred to as the 'two interstitial' model. One version of this model involves the production of a metastable SIA (the crowdion) which migrates in one dimension in I, and I,, and can also convert to a stable form (a split SIA) which subsequently undergoes three dimensional long range migration in stage 111. A recent modification of this model (Frank 1971) asserts that off line crowdions-i-are responsible for I, while on line crowdions are responsible for ID. Another variation (Simpson and Sosin 1970a, 1970b ) of the 'two interstitial' model states that a metastable three dimensional SIA migrates in stage I (ID is correlated and I, is uncorrelated migration) and that this SIA also undergoes thermal conversion to a second interstitial configuration which subsequently migrates in three dimensions in stage 111. A common feature of all three models is the necessity of a SIA which can undergo uncorrelated long range migration in I, and it is to this recovery problem that we have applied the FIM technique, for the metals platinum (Pttroff and Seidman 1971, 1972a) and gold (Averback and Seidman, research in progress).
Platinum was chosen as a prototype fcc metal because of its amenability to the FI M technique and our ability to prepare ultra high purity single crystals of this metal. Gold is a difficult metal to examine by the FIM technique (Ast and Seidman 1968 , Ast 1972 but the macroscopic stage I recovery behaviour of gold is anomalous when compared to the other fcc metals (eg see Schilling et a1 1970, Venables 1970 , Venables and Thomas 1970, Seeger 1970) and the question of long migration in stage I of gold is still a very controversial topic.
Point defect mechanisms for recovery of irradiated body centred cubic metals
The stage I recovery spectra of irradiated bcc metals tend to be more complex than the recovery spectra of fcc metals and the reproducibility of a given spectrum for a particular metal in different laboratories has been poor (eg compare the electron irradiation experiments on tungsten of Neely et a1 1968, Roberts 1968% 1968b , and DiCarlo et a1 1969 . The interpretation of stage I recovery behaviour in bcc metals has been influenced by the research on fcc metals and it is common to associate uncorrelated long range migration of an SIA with a peak which is referred to as substage I, in analogy with the fcc metals (eg see Schultz 1968/69 and Nihoul 1970) .
We chose tungsten as a prototype bcc metal because it is easily studied in the FIM and because it can be purified to a level of about (0.1-1) x at fr impurities. In addition there existed a substantial literature on the macroscopic stage I recovery behaviour of irradiated tungsten.
3.
The direct observation of uncorrelated long range migration in substage I, of irradiated fcc and bcc metals
Principles of the experiments employed to detect uncorrelated long range migration in substage I ,
The three experimental steps employed in the detection of uncorrelated long range migration in I, for both fcc and bcc metals are illustrated schematically in figures l(a) to l(c). These steps and their physical significance were as follows:
(i) A specimen was irradiated in situ under ultra high vacuum conditions in the absence of an electric field (E) and at a temperature (To) which was below the onset of any recovery as determined from the published isochronal recovery spectra. The irradiating particle was a magnetically analysed 2 M keV singly charged metal ion (M+) which had the same atomic mass as the specimen being irradiated (eg W' ion for a tungsten specimen). The use of the M + ion to irradiate M was essential, since this decreased strongly the probability of introducing impurities as a result of the bombardment. The total dose was between 1 x 10" and 1 x 1013 ion cm-'. Details regarding the cryogenic techniques, the irradiation facility employed and temperature measurement can be found in Seidman et a1 (1969), Scanlan et a1 (1971a) , .
(ii) The initial state of damage produced at To was determined via the atom by atom pulsed field evaporation technique. The damage pattern consisted of depleted zones, within about lOOA of the irradiated surface and a distribution of immobile SIA in the bulk of the specimen. The SIA most likely originated at the depleted zones and travelled relatively long distances as the result of focused collision replacement sequences (eg see Seeger 1962 , Beeler 1966 (a) shows in situ irradiation of the specimen at To. In (b) the shaded area denotes the material examined during the pulse field evaporation experiment. (c) shows self interstitial atoms crossing the free surface during a continuous anneal from To.
semiautomated data recording and analysis system has been reported by Robertson and Seidman (1968) and Scanlan er al(1969) .
(iii) After the completion of the pulse field evaporation experiments shown in figure l(b) the same specimen was warmed isochronally from To through stage I and the specimen's surface was photographed continuously at a rate of one frame per second. During the isochronal warming experiment the value of E was maintained at the best image field (BIF) which was chatactistic of To. The purpose of this experiment was to determine the temperature range in stage I in which the SI A migrated out of the b u k to the free surface; that is, to observe directly the long range migration of the SIA. During the isochronal warming experiment all the atoms on the surface were stable and all the SI A were detected as a result of their migrating to the surface which was the dominant sink. By comparison, in the dissection experiments (figure l(b)) all the SIA were detected as a result of the atom by atom examination of successive planes of the lattice. A discussion of the contrast effects produced by SIA detected by the dissection techniques is given in 86.
In comparing an FIM isochronal spectrum to an isochronal recovery spectrum determined by electrical resistivity measurements it is emphasized that the m experiments can only detect SI A which undergo uncorrelated long range migration (substage IE); that is, SI A which cross the specimen's surface during a prescribed isochronal procedure.
In the case of heavy metal ion damage the substages I, to F involve the recombination of Frenkel pairs within and around a depleted zone. These recombination events can be monitored by electrical resistivity measurement, but are nor detectable by the RM isochronal warming experiment. Any correlated recombination involving long range migration would also not be detectable via the FIM isochronal heating experiment, since this mechanism involves an SI A returning to its monovacancy in or near a depleted zone. Hence, the recovery spectra obtained are related to the substage I, peaks found by resistivity measurements and not the entire stage I recovery spectrum. Figure 2 . The depth distribution of SIA obtained from the field evaporation experiments on tungsten specimens irradiated at To = 15 K. The field evaporation was performed prior to the isochronal warming experiments. The fraction of the total number of defects found in each 5 A increment of material removed from the specimen was plotted as a function of the distance (in A) from the surface of the specimen. The quantity To is the average irradiation temperature. The shaded area shows self interstitial atoms detected near depleted zones.
of the unperturbed surfaces of the FIM specimens during the subsequent isochronal warming experiments in the absence of field evaporation demonstrated that SIA diffused to the specimens' surfaces and emerged there after undergoing uncorrelated long range migration. Figure 3(a) is a composite histogram of the fraction of the total number defects against the 5 K temperature in which the defects emerged at the surface for 11 specimens which were irradiated at To = 15 K to doses that varied between 5 x 10" to because clusters of bright spots were also observed to arrive at the surface during the isochronal warming experiments. Some of these clusters may have been disIA or even t r h . The approximate envelope of the histogram of figure 3(a) is shown in figure 3 (b) and it is seen that the data exhibited a broad maximum centred at -38 K followed by a long tail which decayed to zero by 120 K. The superimposed calculated peak shape exhibited in figure 3(b) is discussed in $4, Examples of the appearance of SIA in tungsten emerging at or in the surface during the course of an isochronal warming experiment are shown in figure 4 (plate). The arrows in the figure point to either the positions where the SIA have almost emerged, or to the SIA which have emerged. The time interval between the two frames in all three sets of micrographs ((a) , (b) , and (c)) is 1 s, which corresponds to a temperature interval of 0.03 K. The simple single bright spot type of contrast (figures 4(a) and 4(b)) was the most common contrast effect observed and was exhibited by -87% of the 257 defects observed. An example of a defect consisting of a triple extra bright spot is shown in figure 4(c) (only -1 % of the 257 defects detected exhibited this type of contrast effect). In the isochronal warming experiments the contrast effects exhibited by the SIA were such that each SIA went from 'no contrast' to 'full contrast' within one frame of film. This effect was different from the contrast effects exhibited by SIA when they were detected by the pulse field evaporation technique (see 3 6). In the three cases shown in (U), (b) and (c) the temperature interval between micrograph 1 and 2 of each pair was 0.03 K and the time interval was 1 s. The specimen was maintained at the BIF characteristic of 15 K during the entire warming experiment. Muller's (1964) pioneering FIM experiments consisted of the irradiation of tungsten with 20 keV neutral helium atoms at 21 K in the presence of the BIF characteristic of this temperature. The authors state that 'stress enhanced mobility of interstitials is detectable at 21 K and rapid thermal diffusion from the depth occurs at 90 K'. There are two experimental problems with the Sinha-Muller experiments, which make it doubtful that they observed pure uncorrelated long range migration of SIA.
(i) The use of commercial tungsten wire? (Thermonic Products Company NS wire) for the experiment. The value of 9 2 for this type of tungsten was probably less than 20. Thus, the impurity level in their specimens was at least 2000 times greater than the impurity content in the specimens employed by Scanlan et a1 (1971a) .
(ii) The use of helium atoms as the bombarding species is another source of impurities in the Sinha-Muller experiments. It is likely that the helium atoms became trapped (eg see Erents and Carter 1966 , Erents et al 1967 and Kornelsen 1972 in the specimen at 21 K after they had expended all their energy in producing displaced lattice atoms.
The high impurity concentrations in the Sinha and Muller specimens made it very probable that the majority of the SIA became trapped at impurities before they ever reached the specimen's surface. The recovery peak which they observed at 90 K was most likely caused by the release of SIA from impurity traps, so that what they probably detected was the impurity delayed diffusion of SIA (Lie and Seidman, unpublished: see $5) and not pure uncorrelated long range migration.
tincorrelated long range migration in substage I , of platinum
The stage I experiments on platinum (Petroff and Seidman 1971, 1972a) involved the in situ irradiation of high purity ((2-6) x lov5 and (1-3) x lo-' at fr impurity level) specimens with 20 or 30 keV Pt' ions under ultrahigh vacuum conditions at To = 10 or 11 K. In a preanneal pulse field evaporation experiment: at 10 K on an irradiated specimen, a total of eight SIA were detected in the first 120A of material examined (SIA concentration approximately 2 x at fr). Hence, immobile SIA existed in the bulk of a specimen prior to warming it isochronally through stage I$.
For the isochronal warming experiments a total of seven different specimens were irradiated at To and then warmed from To to 76 K in steps of 2 K and held at each tip temperature (TT) for 6 min. This corresponded to an average linear warming rate ct of about 3 K min-'. This procedure determined the ATT in which the SIA underwent t A recent (Gregov and Lawson 1972) in situ FIM study of tungsten bombarded with 150 to 450 eV Ar' ions at 63 K also suffers from the problem of the use of impure tungsten (General Electric 218 wire-99,95% purity), 4 The specimen failure rate for this experiment was high, as it was found to be difficult to perform field evaporation experiments on platinum in the 10-15 K temperature range without the occurrence of slip, 5 In the case of platinum the temperature ranges of stages I to I11 are as follows: stage 1, 0 to 35 K ; stage 11, 35 to 500 K: and stage 111, 500 to 700 K (see Duesing and Schilling 1969, Dibbert et al 1971 and Doyama et a[ 19711. long range migration and hence established an isochronal recovery spectrum. The composite plot of the fraction of the total number of SIA per 2 K temperature interval against T is shown in figure 5 . The total number of SIA observed for this experiment was 93. All the SIA detected in these experiments exhibited a simple single extra bright spot type of contrast. The envelope of the experimental histogramshows a peak at about 14 K and that the recovery of SIA in substage I, was finished by 27 K. It is emphasized that all the observed recovery was due to a substage I, SIA undergoing uncorrelated long range migration. Figure I . The composite spectrum for the isochronal recovery of seven platinum specimens which were irradiated at 10 or 11 K with 20 or 30keVPt' ions and then warmed at an average linear rate of 4 K m i n -' to 76K. The calculated peak shape for r =lo'-(A) is superimposed on the experimental data so that the area under the calculated curve is equal to the area under the approximate envelope (B) of the experimental histogram.
A diffusion model for substage I, applicable to the FIM isochronal recovery experiments
The model
The model presented in this section allowed the determination of an enthalpy of migration (ei), the diffusivity (Dli) and a range of limiting values of the volume of migration of ( Ti) of a SIA from the observed recovery spectra. The model was based on the following assumptions: (i) the FTM tip was approximated by a sphere of radius R ; (ii) the initial distribution of SIA was uniform; (iii) the specimen's surface was the main sink for SIA; (iv) there were no SIA clusters or SIA impurity atom clusters? formed during isochronal warming: (v) the diffusion of SIA occurred via a single thermally activated process: and (vi) the concentration gradient had no angular dependence. Scanlan et a1 (1971b) have shown that the effect of a nonuniform distribution of SIA on the calculated recovery spectrum is negligible, hence justifying assumption (iii). In addition, both Scanlan et a1 (1971b) and Petroff and Seidman (1972a) have demonstrated that the distribution of the number of SIA per equal element of area on the surface of the specimens was not a function of the angular position at which the SIA emerged at the surface, thus vindicating assumption (vi). The observable quantity in the isochronal recovery experiments was the flux of SIA (number s-') crossing the surface of a specimen as it was warmed from To. The flux at any point JTi inside the specimen is given by where p is pressure, T(t) is the experimental expression for the warming rate, cli the concentration of SIA, PI, is the partial atomic volume of the SIA, Vp the pressure gradient and k is Boltzmann's constant. Application of the equation of continuity to equation (1) under the assumption of an isotropic linear elastic solid and hydrostatic pressure yields the governing equation (Johnson 1970) Petroff and Seidman (1972a) have presented semiquantitative arguments which demonstrated that the values of 1 Vp 1 in the tip region? are not large enough to make the kinetic
term -V , i~i ( V p / k T ( t ) ) 2 c l i
and the drift term (vIi -Ti) Vp.Vc,,/kT(t) significant in comparison to the first term on the right hand side of equation (2). Hence, the governing diffusion equation became which was solved subject to the boundary conditions
The solution for the flux of SIA crossing a specimen's surface (Jli) as a function of T is where y is k T / q i , r is n2DYilF;,/R2crk (these two parameters are dimensionless) and /3 is 987tRc':,DYi. The quantity D:i is the pre-exponential factor of the SIA diffusion coefficient, c: i the initial concentration of SIA (number cm-3) and 5 is the fraction of the total area of the sphere which was observed. In figure 6 JIi/p is plotted as a function of y for
The curve labelled 'no impurity atoms' is the one relevant to the present discussion. The shape of the peak is asymmetric and is narrow with a width in K at half maximum which is given by the expression t A \ d u e of 1 Vp/ was calculated from the average normal stress function presented by Smith and Smith (1970) for a FIM tip subjected to an electric field of 4.5 V (A)-l .
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The maximum occurs at a temperature T, which is given by the approximate expression
The fractional error in the position of T, for an uncertainty in I-is given by the equation
Hence small variations in x and R from specimen to specimen could not have caused a significant variation in T, and justified combining all the annealing spectra from different specimens for a given metal into one composite spectrum. The calculated peak shape (equation (3)) was superimposed on a spectrum by matching the first inflection point of the approximate envelope of the experimental histogram with the first inflection point of the calculated peak. The superposition was performed so that the area under the calculated peak was equal to the area under the envelope of the experimental histogram. This procedure yielded a value of T, which was then used to calculate Hyi and finally LIPi was calculated from the expression for r. The value of Hyi calculated by this procedure was not very sensitive to the value of r employed but the calculated value of Ori was almost linearly proportional to the value of employed, hence the values of Dyi reported are uncertain by a factor of approximately 10.
Since the FIM tip is subjected to a value of p which is given by E2/87t (for a spherical tip) the quantity Hyi is related to the internal energy of migration (Uyi) of an SIA by the thermodynamic equation
If the E2Vyi/8n term in equation (4) is a significant fraction of Cyi, then the position at which T,,, occurs for the FIM isochronal recovery experiments will be less than the T at which the maximum occurs for the substage I, peak as determined by resistivity measurements. For a pure hydrostatic pressure the shape of the annealing peak (equation (3)) is independent of the magnitude of E2Vyi/8n but the width in K at half maximum is decreased.
Application to the F I M tungsten recovery spectrum
The superposition of equation (3) Hyi is 0.079 eV; therefore, we concluded that a set of reasonable values for these quantities is Hyi 'v 0.08 eV and Ori N (0.03 to 0.2) cm2 s-'.
The calculation of Vyi via equation (4) required a value of Uyi for substage I, of tungsten. The main problem here was that the seven different irradiation studies on the stage I recovery behaviour have produced rather different recovery spectra. Figure 2 in the article by Kunz et a1 (1972) compares their recovery spectrum with the spectra determined by Burger et a1 (1966) , Coltman et a1 (1967) , Neely et a1 (1968) and DiCarlo et al(1969) t. An examination of this figure shows that the agreement among the various groups is poor. To complicate matters Kunz et a1 (1972) have demonstrated that the effect of irradiating a specimen which had been prequenched prior to the irradiation was to enhance recovery in five of the six peaks they observed in stage I (see their figure 5).
If Kunz et a1 (1972) had quenched in vacancies then, in principle, only the substage IE recovery should have been enhanced. Thus, it is still uncertain as to which peak, from among the available results, in stage I should be labelled I,. A much needed study is a resistivity recovery experiment on electron irradiated specimens for W values greater than (4 to 5) x lo4, as all of the work prior to the Kunz et a1 investigation was performed on tungsten with an W value of less than or approximately equal to 3 x lo3. In the Kunz et al work the value of A? was about 12000. In view of this complicated situation we have arbitrarily taken Vl?, = 0.17 eV (the 70 K peak of Neeley et a1 1968) and calculated Vyi from equation (4) for E = 5 V A-'. The result is that VFi < 0.1 Q,(W)$. This small value of Vyi is what makes it possible to observe the SIA at a high value of E. Note that if Vr;?l were as large as 0.65 S2,(W) then for E = 5VA-I and Uyi = 0.17 eV the value of Hyi would be zero and the application of E would cause all the SIA to diffuse out of the specimens at the irradiation temperature.
The upper limit of 0.1 Q,(w) for Vyi is in good agreement with the available values for this quantity calculated by Johnson (1964% 1964b . He determined that in the case of a iron Vyi is 0.1 Cia (a Fe) for the (1 10) split SIA and 0 0 R, (a Fe) for the (1 11) crowdion.
The values of Hyi and Ori obtained for t The sixth study is an unpublished electron irradiation experiment by Roberts (1968a Roberts ( . 1968b . The seventh study is a fast neutron irradiation experiment by Takamura et al (1971) . $ The quantity R,(W) is the atomic bolume of a tungsten atom. A simihr notation IS employed for the other metals discussed.
Application to the F I M platinum recovery spectrum
The peak shape for r = lo" is superimposed on the experimental platinum isochronal recovery spectrum in figure 5. This superposition implied that T , = 15 K and consequently that Hyi N 0.042 eV and Ori 2: 0-77 cmz s-', For = 10l6 the values of these quantities are Hyi 2: 0.0395 eV and Ori N 0.083 cm2 s-'. Hence, a set of best values for the $TA in substage I, is Hyi N 0.04 eV and DYi rv (0.08 to 0.77) cm2 s-'.
The only other values of Dyi reported for an SIA in platinum are those given by Sonnenberg et a1 (1971) . They reporteda range of possible values for D:i/a2((1.1 to 3.4) x 10" s-') which were consistent with both their experimental and theoretical isochronal recovery curves. Our range ofvalues for DYi/a2 (a = 2.72 A) for r equal to 10'6-10'7 is (1.1 to 10) x 1014 s-', which differ from the Sonnenberg et a1 values by a factor of about (33 to 100).
Sonnenberg et al consider their values of DYi/a2 to be uncertain by a factor ten, hence it is clear that the two sets of values for Ori can be made to overlap. Sonnenberg et al (1971) have measured a value of Vyi = 0.063 eV for substages I, and I, in platinum. The evaporation field of platinum at 0 K is about 4.75 V A-' (Muller and Tsong 1969) . Since the BIF employed at 10 or 11 K is less than about 4.75 V A-', we took E to be between 4.75 and 4 VA-'. This implied that VF was in the range (2.3 to
The only calculation of Vyi for a su in a fa metal is for the (100) split SIA in nickel (Johnson 1966 ) and a value of 0.1 R,(Ni) was obtained. 
An impurity delayed diffusion model for substage I, applicable to FIM isochronal recovery experiments
In the model presented in 3 4.1 it was assumed that there were no SIA impurity atom clusters formed. It is known that small concentrations of impurity atoms reduce the fractional amount of recovery in I, (eg see Sosin 1967 and Schilling er al 1970) . Hence, we considered (Lie and Seidman, to be published) the effect of the presence of impurity atoms on the flux of su crossing an m specimen's surface which is warmed through substage I,.
We employed diffusion theory that was an extension of the impurity delayed diffusion model developed by Sosin and Bauer (1966) . The coupled linear partial differential equations governing the situation are
where ci is the concentration of SIA impurity atom complexes. Equations (5) and (6) are linear because it was assumed that the concentration of impurity atoms was a constant. The trapping of SIA by impurity atoms was represented by -i ( T ( t ) ) cli and the release of SIA from the immobile SIA impurity atom complexes by p
(T(t)) ci in equation (5). The rate constants i ( T ( t ) ) and p(T(t)) are defined by
A glc*v exp {g} = 1.0 exp {s} where c* is the concentration of immobile impurity atoms, v is an atomic frequency factor, g1 the number of ways an SIA can combine with an impurity atom to form a complex, gz is the number of ways in which the complex can dissociate, GTi the Gibbs free energy of migration of an SIA, G:i the Gibbs free binding energy of an s u to the complex and Hyi the binding enthalpy of the SIA to the complex. The pre-exponential factors E . " and po are given by = glc*v,
where vo is a frequency factor which includes a migration entropy term, and Syi is the binding entropy of an s u to a complex. The initial and boundary conditions employed in the solution of equations (5) and (6) were (W 4 x lo4) the fraction of cyi trapped is 0.14, and for c* = low3 at f ? (9 2 40) the fraction of cyi trapped is 0.96. Thus for Hyi/Hyi 2 1 the value of c* has a much stronger effect on the fraction of cyi which become trapped than does H;i. The results discussed above explain why Scanlan et al (1971a) observed a recovery peak at about 38 K, whereas Sinha and Muller did not observe this low temperature long range migration peak. The Sinha-Muller observation can be understood if it is recalled that their value of c* was probably greater than at fr (9 < 40). Thus the flux of SIA they observed at 90 K most likely corresponded to the release of SIA from impurity atom traps.
FIM contrast patterns produced by self interstitial atoms
A first order model has been developed (Seidman and Lie 1972) to predict the possible contrast effects that a given geometric configuration of an SIA might produce in an FIM image. The concept of this model is now discussed and applied to a (110) split SIA, an example illustrating the effects predicted is presented, and a critique is made of prior m experiments to identify the configuration of an SIA.
The concept of a constant pattern
An immobile SIA which is embedded inside an FIM specimen, well below the surface, may be uncovered and eventually removed by the field evaporation of successive atomic planes. The long range dilatational field of the SIA results in the displacement of lattice atoms in and near the surface. This displacement of atoms results in three possible contrast effects which can be understood with the aid of a hard sphere model of a (1 11) plane (see figure 7) . The number on each atom indicates the layer in which it resides. The Figure7. A hard sphere map of the arrangement of atoms in the (1 11) plane of a bcc lattice (the atomic diameter is to scale). The numbers labelling the atoms correspond to the plane in which the atoms reside. The number 0 is the surface plane, the number 1 is the plane which is one interplanar spacing down, etc.
surface layer is labeled 0, and the first layer down 1, etc. The three possible contrast effects are as follows:
(i) A 'bright spot' is produced in the 0 layer if any one of the atoms in this layer is displaced normal to the (1 11) plane by a sufficient distance. The normal displacement causes an enhanced value of the local electric field E, at the site of an atom which results in an increased image intensity.
(ii) An 'extra bright spot' is produced in the 0 layer if an atom in plane number 1 is displaced normal to the (111) plane by an amount sufficient to raise E,. The term 'extra bright spot' is employed since the atom being imaged is not one which resides in the 0 layer. This extra bright spot will increase in intensity as the atoms in the 0 layer are removed by field evaporation.
(iii) Ifthe normal displacement ofan atom is large enough to cause it to be preferentially field evaporated, then a bright spot or an extra bright spot can be replaced by a vacant site (a dark spot on a positive FIM micrograph). It is emphasized that the vacant sites are a direct result of the atomic displacements around an SIA and are not thermally generated vacancies, or vacancies produced by a bombarding particle.
All three of the above contrast effects may be produced by one SIA. Thus, even though the extra atom itself may be unstable at the surface (Brandon 1968) it is still possible to detect an SIA via its long range dilatational field. The totality of all the contrast effects from a single SIA is termed a contrast pattern. The different possible geometric configurations (eg see Corbett 1966 ) of a SIA exhibit different contrast patterns on different planes.
It is via the differences among the contrast patterns that it is possible to establish a set of selection rules from which the geometric configuration of the immobile SIA may be determined.
Atomic displacement field of a (110) split
The atomic displacement field employed for the (1 10) split SIA was calculated by Beeler (private communication) for an a iron interatomic potential? described by Johnson (1964a) . No allowance was made for any surface relaxation effects. The total atomic displacement field was confined to three adjacent { 1 IO} planes. 95 atoms were displaced for their normal atomic positions by greater than or equal to of an interatomic (222)) below a (1 11) surface. The largest atomic displacements are for atoms which lie along the two (1 11) directions in the (170) plane. The atomic displacements in the front and back (170) planes are not shown but they are identical to one another in these two planes. The largest displacement of an atom in the central (170) plane is 0.388 (+a,) (ao is the lattice parameter) as compared to 0.111 (la,) for an atom in the front or back (170) planes. This comparison excludes the !attice atom which is a member of the split configuration.
Atomic displacement patterns for the (110) split S I A underneath the ( I l l ) planes
There are six nonequivalent orientations of the (1 10 We now consider the eight displacement patterns in figure 9 in detail. First note that there are both positive and negative normal displacements with respect to the ( 11 1) perfect lattice sites. 36 of the 38 displacements are very much less than O.l($a,). The two atoms with displacements greater than O.l($a,) are in the n = 6 (0.172($a0)) and n = 3 (0.300) ($a,) ) (111) planes. Thus, if we only consider these two displaced atoms:. in addit For a (110) split SIA underneath the {hkl} planes (h # k # r) there are six different patterns for each (hkl) plane, and for the { h k k } planes (h # k) there are four different patterns for each (hkk) plane.
The consideration of only atoms with displacements greater than O.l(fa,) is based on the results ooinined by Moore (1962 Moore ( , 1968 and Moore and Ranganathan (1967) on computer simulated FIM images. They showed that an image could be simulated by retaining all atoms whose centres lay within a fixed distance of a spherical surface. The results in table 1 of the Moore and Ranganathan (1967) paper indicate that the neglect of the atoms with very small displacements (<fa,) from the j111) planes was reasonable. tion to the [110] split SIA, the following constrast pattem might be expected during the course of the atom by atom dissection of successive (1 11) planes. The first contrast effect due to the SIA might be observed as a weak extra bright spot in the n = 7 plane due to the displaced atom in the n = 6 plane. Once the n = 7 plane had been field evaporated this displaced atom in the n = 6 plane would most likely to be field evaporated preferentially and a vacant lattice site would be detected. If it were not immediately field evaporated preferentially, then this displaced atom would appear as a bright spot. Thus, it is possible to have a bright spot as well as an extra bright spot as a result of the normal displacement of an atom. Similarly, once the n = 4 plane was reached an extra bright spot might be detected due to the displaced atom in the n = 3 plane. Subsequently, this displaced atom might be preferentially field evaporated from the n = 3 plane leaving behind a vacant lattice site. Finally, one member of the split SIA would be detected in the n = 1 plane as an extra atom. After the n = 1 plane had been field evaporated the vacant site in the n = 0 plane would probably nor be detected, as the other member (in the n = -1 plane) of the split SIA would relax into this site.
Comparison with experimental results
Figure 10 (plate) shows an example of a contrast pattem from a SIA detected in a (111) plane of a tungsten specimen which had been irradiated with 20 keV W+ ions at 18 K and then was examined immediately at this temperature. This Tis less than the value at which long migration occurs in tungsten therefore the SIA was immobile during the atom by atom dissection process. The 20 frames shown in figure 10 are from an -100 frame sequence of 35 mm cine film.
The schematic representation of the events occurring during the dissection process are indicated below each frame. The numbers N = 4 to N = 0 in the lower right hand corner of each schematic map indicate the number of the (111) plane field evaporated (the N = 4 plane was the first plane field evaporated).
The first contrast effect detected was a weak bright spot (frame 2) in the N = 3 plane. This weak bright spot persisted for a number of frames of film, and was finally field evaporated preferentially, leaving behind a vacant lattice site (frames 5 to 7 ) in the N = 3 plane. The reason for this contrast effect must have been that the normal displacement of the atom from the N = 3 plane was too small to cause an extra bright spot in the N = 4 plane, thus the contrast effect consisted of only a bright spot followed by a vacant site. In frame 8 the dissection of the N = 2 plane begins, and frame 13 is the last micrograph in this sequence. As the N = 2 plane decreases in size a weak extra bright spot appears (frame 12) and this extra bright spot became brighter as atoms in the N = 1 plane were removed (frames 13 to 17). This extra bright spot was finally field evaporated (frame 18) when the edge of the N = 1 plane reached it. The N = 0 plane was carefully scanned for contrast effects, but none were detected.
The above contrast pattem is a consequence of the long range atomic displacement field ofa SIA. It is improbable that the bright spot and extra bright spot observed correspond to two different SIA, because of the low measured total SIA concentration ( -3 x at fr) found in this specimen. Furthermore, it is also certain that the bright spot followed by the vacant site is not a Frenkel pair as the vacant site was observed to replace the bright spot. We cannot state definitely that this contrast pattem was due to a [110] split SIA as opposed to a [ 11 11 split crowdion.
In research in progress in this laboratory (Wilson and Seidman) we have found possible contrast patterns caused by SIA in the 12211, 1432) and (332) planes. Thus it is believed that all of the results obtained to date represent evidence for the validity of the concept of a contrast pattern.
Discussion of other F I M research on S I A contrast effects
On the basis of our model it is believed that the evidence published by Attardo et a1 (1967) for the existence of a (1 10) split SIA in neutron irradiated tungsten is inadequate to prove their claim, even if this SIA is responsible for the stage 111 annealing peak. It is clear that the atom by atom dissection of high index planes is required in order to make any quantitative statements about the geometric configuration of the SIA. Since, they have not presented this detailed information their conclusion must be regarded with caution. The same cautionary statement applies to Attardo and Galligan's (1966a) claim that the stage I11 recovery peak in neutron irradiated platinum is caused by the motion ofthe (100) split SIA.
In a recent study of ion implantation in iridium (O'Connor and Ralph 1972a, 1972b ) a discussion was given of FIM contrast effects produced by SIA (O'Connor and Ralph 1972a) . First, these authors suggested that the effect of the SIA should be observed once only for the SIA detected by the pulse field evaporation technique. Our experimental results indicate that this is not correct, as we have observed contrast patterns from a single SIA in both tungsten (Seidman and Lie 1972, Wilson and Seidman, unpublished) and platinum (Petroff and Seidman 1972a) . Second, they also assert that, 'only a few positions on the image are suitable for interstitial contrast, namely the plane ledges of low index poles whose ledge widths are relatively large'. We disagree with this statement for the following reasons :
(i) The atomic resolution in the low index regions of an FIM image is extremely poor when compared to the high index regions (eg compare the { 11 l} planes and the { 1 lo} planes in a tungsten image). If only the low index regions are studied it negates almost completely the possibility of observing SIA contrast patterns.
(ii) The field evaporation characteristics of atoms from the ledges of low index planes produce 'bright spot' contrast effects which are not associated with SIA (eg see Buswell (1971) and Robinson et a1 (1972) for a discussion of Buswell's paper).
Point defect structure of depleted zones
Experiment on irradiated tungsteii
We now describe some results (Beavan et a/ 1971) on the detailed point defect structure of depleted zones produced at low temperatures in tungsten which have been obtained with the FIM using the pulsed field evaporation technique.
The zones were produced in high purity tungsten (9 > 4 x lo4) by irradiation with 20 keV W + ions at 18 K and were then examined at the same temperature. The three dimensional structure of the positions of individual vacancies and SIA in the zones was derived from measurements made on the FIM cine film (Scanlan et all969) . The geometrical methods used to reconstruct the zones are described by Beavan et a/ (1971) . The zone which we now consider was detected on a sequence of successive (1 11) planes located about 33A below the original surface of the specimen surface which was exposed to the ion beam. Figure 11 frames of film. The positions of the atoms, SIA and vacancies found in this plane are illustrated schematically below each micrograph. In iw case was any vacancy attributed to an apparent missing atom, unless the vacancy was certified visually in the FIM micrograph. The depleted zone appeared to be contained completely within the bounds of this stack of successive (1 11) planes, since no vacancies were found on any of the planes directly adjacent to it. In the entire volume of the specimen examined ( -cm3) this was the only depleted zone detected, hence we conclude that it was caused by a single incident ion.
There were 172 vacancies within the region (consisting of 1850R,(W)) which contained the zone. In addition, 17 SIA were found in, or immediately adjacent to, the zone. This result yields an average SIA concentration of about 0.92 at %. It has been shown (Seidman and Lie 1972 ) that a possible contrast effect accompanying the appearance of an SIA is the observation of an artifact vacancy immediately prior to the detection of the SIA. Making this correction, the average concentration of vacancies in this zone was determined to be about 8.7 at %. Thus, the depleted zone had a s p o n a character, and there was a large local imbalance between the SIA and vacancy concentrations. Figure 12 shows a (111) projection of the vacancy and SIA positions. The vacancies are denoted by open circles, the SIA by solid triangles and the multiple concentric circles imply that more than one vacancy projected to the same atom position. This mode of projection reveals the three main branches of the zone. The direction of elongation of the three branches was along the three different (011) plane. An isometric drawing of this zone is shown in figure 13 where the thickness of each slab? is 4.56 A (5 atomic layers), and the boundary of each slab was determined by connecting the outer point defects on its periphery by straight line segments. Figures 11  to 12 show that the geometry of this zone is not sufficiently regular to allow it to be approximated by a sphere or a right circular cylinder, or for that matter, any simple geometric form. t With the exception of the third slab from the bottom, which is 10 atomic layers thick.
A total of 25 additional SIA were found in the surrounding lattice at appreciable distances from the zone. The positions of these SIA are shown in figure 14 . It was possible to show that 23 of these 25 SIA could have been propagated away from the zone along (01 1) and (1 11) directions as focused replacement sequences. The measured distances of these SIA from the zone along (01 1) and (1 11) directions were between 45 8, to 150 A, and 458, to 858, respectively. Unfortunately, the upper and lower limits of these distances were determined by a geometric sampling problem and not by the intrinsic range of focused replacement sequences (Beavan et a1 1971) .
We note that the features of the depleted zone reported in the previous section are in general qualitative agreement with many of the details of Beeler's (1966) computer simulated model. In particular, the elongation along (01 1) directions arose in Beeler's model because of quasichannelling events. The 160 displaced atomic sites which were detected are fewer than the 200 predicted by the Kinchin and Pease (1955) model, but are greater than the average of 106 displaced atoms per depleted zone calculated by Beeler. The fact that the number observed is less than the number predicted by the Kinchin-Pease model is most likely due to the recombination of vacancies and SIA which originated from different displacement events within the cascade. It is clear that the depleted zone described here may not be characteristic of the average zone produced by a 20 keV primary, and that it would be possible and desirable, to analyse a number of zones in order to obtain a better average representation.
General remarks
The detailed information reported concerning the defect structure of a depleted zone could not have been obtained if the field evaporation increment was as coarse as one atomic layer. The other applications of the FIM to the study of point defect clusters in irradiated metals have been performed by Attardo and Galligan (1966b) , Hudson et al (1970) , Buswell (1970) and Hudson and Ralph (1972) . These FIM investigations have been of an essentially qualitative nature as they have given little quantitative information about the defect structure of depleted zones. The main difficulty with these other investigations is that fine enough field evaporation dissection increments were not employed. We believe that it is necessary to dissect a given atomic plane one or two atoms at a time, whereas all of the above cited experiments employed a minimum field evaporation increment of one atomic layer or greater.
Vacancy defects in quenched platinum
Physical principles of the experiment
At the thermal equilibrium the vacancy defect population can be expressed in the general form 
where n indicates the size of the vacancy cluster, z, is a constant related to the lattice geometry of the cluster, sf,, and are the entropy and energy of formation of a cluster of size n (these quantities may be temperature dependent (eg see Seeger and Mehrer (1970) ). When a specimen is quenched rapidly from a temperature T, the defects become supersaturated and tend to cluster to an extent which is governed by the different positive binding energies of the clusters. For the purpose of the experiments performed we need only consider an assembly consisting of monovacancies and divacanciest. For this assembly equation (7) becomes
The quantities E;,. and Siv are the divacancy binding energy and binding entropy respectively. If the specimen is quenched rapidly enough so that defect losses are small compared to the initial value of c, at T, then we can ignore these losses and consider only the redistribution of clv and cZv during the quench. For a significant portion of the quench clv and c2,. are able to maintain quasiequilibrium conditions so that the populations of each defect follow equation (8). At a critical temperature (T*) the diffusivities of the defects become so small that the necessary association and dissociation rates are not large enough for the assembly to maintain itself in a quasiequilibrium state. Further quenching of the system does not change the concentrations characteristic of T* and the relative population of defects at T* then becomes 'frozen in'. The final 'frozen in' value of c2JclV is very sensitive to the value of the binding free energy, Gb,, = E:, -TSiv and Tq, and relatively insensitive to the quenching rate (Balluffi et a1 1970) . Thus, the direct measurement of cIV/clv in a specimen which is quenched under carefully controlled conditions provides a measure of G;v.
General procedure and results on control and quenched specimens
High purity platinum ( B = (3 f 1) x lo3) wire specimens were brine quenched from 1700 k 1 "C, and the 4.2 K resistivity of the quenched in vacancy defects was measured.
FIM specimens were then prepared from these same wires and the vacancy defects were imaged directly in an FIM as each specimen was dissected by pulse field evaporation at the rate of about 35 pulses per atomic layer (Berger et a1 1972) . A total of about 32000 ft of film were scanned for defects. A total of 157 monovacancies and 9 divacancies were found in 593 800 sites in three as quenched specimens and 76 monovacancies were found in 321 OOO sites in five specimens which were partially annealed after quenching. In order to correct for the presence of possible surface artifact vacancy defects, 319 600 sites were scanned in well annealed specimens under identical conditions and only 11 artifact monovacancies were found in the {135}, {023}, (124}, (123) and (167) planes used for the present study (see table 1 ). It is also seen from table 1 that abnormally high artifact vacancy concentrations were detected in the (012) and { 137) planes. Additional control experiments on platinum (Pktroff and Seidman 1972b) vector, hence they are first nearest neighbours.
specimen. Thus we may conclude that Muller's (1959) early experiment on quenched platinum, where monovacancies were detected in the {210} planes, has no bearing on the quantitative problem of thermally generated vacancies. figure 15 (plate). Frames 4 to 9 show the plane which contained the monovacancy. These five frames are representative of the -50 frames of film which were recorded between frames 4 and 9. Figure 16 (plate) is an example of a pulse dissection sequence through a divacancy which straddled two successive (315) planes. The first member of the divacancy located in the first (315) plane is seen in frame 2 and the second member located in the next (315) plane immediately below is seen in frames 4 and 5. These two vacant sites were shown to be connected by an +ao [I IO] lattice vector by plotting the atom positions and vacant sites and comparing these maps with the known crystallography of the first (315) plane (Nicholas 1965) . The results for the five specimens which were polished using electropolishing procedure A (an initial polish at -35°C followed by a polish in the temperature range 325 to 369°C for about 25 s) are shown in figure 17(a) . The quantity c: for each {hkl} plane is corrected for the background artifact monovacancy concentration previously measured (table 1) in that plane. The weighted mean value of c? values for all {hkI) planes was cf = (2.1 5 at frt. In order to calculate this quantity, the cp value for each plane was weighted with respect to the value of the total number of atoms for that plane. It is seen that the individual values of c: all lie within approximately the standard deviation of the mean of -0.59) x with the exception of the value for the (023) planes.
The weighted mean value of the monovacancy resistivity for all specimens (jjlv) for the specimens electropolished by procedure A was (4% f 1-4) x Qcm (at fr)-'.
To calculate plv it was assumed that the resistivity of a divacancy was twice that of two isolated monovacancies (Bross and Seeger 1958, Flynn 1962) . The values of plv for each specimen were calculated after correcting the concentration data for each specimen for an average background artifact monovacancy concentration of 3.4 x at fr (table 1). The quantity jjlV was then calculated by weighting the value of p I v for each specimen by the total number of atoms counted for that specimen. Nine divacancies were detected in the 593 800 atomic sites in this set of specimens which were not heated above room temperature during electropolishing. This result is to be compared to the previous results where only one divacancy was found in 321 300 sites in the group of specimens which were given a brief high temperature electropolish.
The weighted mean divacancy concentration (3") as (1.68 f 0.48) x lo-' at fr, hence, the ratio (ctV/cTV) was 0.06 f 0.02. This ratio may be used to estimate G;v (see 4 8.4.).
The value of pi7 for the specimens electropolished by procedure B was (5.75 k 0.30)
x 10-4Qcm(atfr)-1 which is in agreement with the value obtained for the specimens electropolished by procedure A.
is (2.64 f 0.14) x
Discussion of experimental results
The first result which our experiments demonstrated is that vacant lattice sites are the dominant defects in thermal equilibrium at elevated temperatures in platinum. This was proven by the direct observation of the quenched in vacancy defect population via the FIM. This is a significant result because of the absence of any combined length and lattice parameter change measurements (Simmons and Balluffi 1960 , 1963 on platinum at elevated temperature. Furthermore, it was determined that the defect population consisted mainly of monovacancies and divacancies and that the monovacancy was the preponderant defect at thermal equilibrium and after rapid quenching. The ratio of the divacancy and monovacancy concentrations after quenching from 1700°C to room temperature was c:,/cTV = 0.06 f 0.02. The second result obtained was the total concentration of vacant sites after quenching from 1700 rt 1°C. The values of? were (2.15 f 0.59) x at fi for the two groups of specimens subjected to differing electropolishing treatments. Both of these values must be lower than the thermal equilibrium value at 1700°C due to the vacancy losses to sinks which occurs in any non ideal quench (eg see Seidman and Balluffi 1966 , 1967 and Balluffi et a1 1970 . In addition for the first group of specimens (electropolishing procedure A) is expected to be slightly lower than for the second group (electropolishing procedure B), since the former specimens were subjected to a high temperature electropolish which resulted in a loss of the relatively small divacancy population to the specimen surfaces.
The third important result emerged as a direct consequence of the different electropolishing treatments employed. For the specimens which were given a finishing high temperature electropolish in a molten salt solution gv was a factor of less than or about five lower than for the specimens which were polished totally at room temperature. This result indicated that the divacancies were mobile enough at the elevated polishing temperature to migrate out of the FIM tips, whereas the mean monovacancy concentrations differed by only about 16 % with the specimens polished by procedure A having the lower monovacancy concentration. Thus we are led to the conclusion that the divacancy in platinum must be more mobile than the monovacancy. The same conclusion was reached by Petroff and Seidman (1972b) in a study of the temperature dependence (from 77 to 508 K) of c l v and cZv produced in platinum specimens by irradiation with 20 or 30 keV Pt' ions at 10 or 11 K. The fact that a divacancy should be more mobile than a monovacancy was first suggested by Seitz (1952) , then elaborated on in a number of subsequent theoretical calculations (eg Bartlett and Dienes 1953 and Damask et a1 1959) and used numerous times in the interpretation of the recovery behaviour of quenched metals (eg Bauerle and Koehler 1957 and Koehler et a1 1957) . The present observations, along with the Petroff and Seidman (1972b) results, constitute the first direct pieces of evidence regarding the relative mobilities of these defects in any metal.
Finally, the fourth result was an absolute upper limit to the value for plV. It is emphasized that the quenched in resistivity increment and were measured on the same sets Ocm (at fr)-l , because the quenched in resistivity increment was a constant, electropolishing operations were done at room temperature to minimize vacancy losses and the value of 2 showed the least scatter for the specimens electropolished by procedure B.
--and (2.64 -t 0.14) x 8.4. The divacancy binding free energy A detailed series of calculations were first performed (Seidman et a1 1972) which showed that the measured ratio of divacancy concentration to monovacancy concentration (czv/cIv) for the specimens electropolished by procedure B was not affected by specimen storage and electropolishing procedures subsequent to the quench and hence represented czv/clv at T*. 
0
Temperature during quench ("0 Figure 18 . The ratio of the divacancy to monovacancy concentration ( C~~, ' C~~) against temperature during a quench from 1700°C for different combinations of E;" and S;" which lead to the same value of c2,/c,, at room temperature. The curves were calculated for a closed system of monovacancies and divacancies in platinum with a total concentration of 2.64 x at fr, E;" = 1.38 eV, v = l O I 3 s-' and an experimental quenching rate expression.
Next the value of czv/clv at ' P for a quench from 1700°C was calculated by solving numerically the coupled nonlinear differential equations governing czv and clv (eg Damask and Dienes 1962) during a quench. In calculating czV/clv the experimentally determined quenching curve (Berger et a1 1972) was used and c, was set equal to F.
The variable parameters used in this model were the monovacancy motion energy E;",, a frequency factor v and Giv. Calculations showed that the quenched in value of czv/clv was a weak function of E?., and v but a very strong function of Giv. Finally, a search was made for all possible combinations of E:v and Si, which gave a quenched in value of czV/clv = 0.06 Ifr 0-02 for the parameters 7 = 2.64 x at fr, E;: = 1.38 eV (Jackson 1965 and Schumacher et a1 1968) and v = 1013s-1. Typical results are shown in figure  18 , for E;, = 0.40, 0.23, 0.11 and 0.05 eV. These calculations showed that the following linear relationship (in eV) exists between E;v and S;,,; E;, = ((0.23 f 0.03) + 6.17 x 10-2(S~v/k)}.
(9 1 Equation (9) implies that for all combinations of E;., and Siv which lead to a fixed czV/clv for a quench from one that G : . , is a constant which is characteristic of a single T*. This can be seen by noting that under the above conditions Gi,(T*) = Eiv(T*) -T*Si,(T*) = constant.
Hence, a calculation showed that T* = 443°C and G;,,(443"C) = 0.23 eV for our experiments. We note that a further decomposition of G';,, and E;,, into S;,, requires a knowledge of a second value of Giv for a different T*. This could be accomplished experimentally by quenching from the same T, at a faster quenching rate than the one employed, or alternatively quenching from a different T,.
A re-examination of the platinum tracer diffusion data in terms of a monovacancy and divacancy model
In an attempt to decompose GiV into E;,, and Siv terms the available platinum tracer diffusion data (Kidson and Ross 1957 and Cattaneo et all962) were re-examined critically (Seidman et a1 1972) . It was concluded that the existing data for the tracer diffusion coefficient in platinum are not sufficiently accurate to allow a significant decomposition of G!".
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the results of FIM investigations of the fundamental properties of point defects in metals. The point defects were induced by either irradiation with heavy metal ions or rapid quenching from elevated temperatures. These experiments yielded direct results about the properties of the point defects that are not obtainable presently by other techniques. It is believed that these experiments and results have helped to establish the FIM as a quantitative instrument for the study of point defects in metals.
